A safety case for the disposal of Intermediate Level (radioactive) Waste (ILW) in a deep geological disposal facility (GDF) requires consideration of the potential for waste-derived light nonaqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) to migrate under positive buoyancy from disposed waste packages. Were entrainment of waste-derived radionuclides in LNAPL to occur, such migration could result in a shorter overall travel time to environmental or human receptors than radionuclide migration solely associated with the movement of groundwater. This paper provides a contribution to the assessment of this issue through multiphase-flow numerical modelling underpinned by a review of the UK's ILW inventory and literature to define the nature of the associated ILW LNAPL source term. Examination has been at the waste package-local GDF environment scale to determine whether proposed disposal of ILW would lead to significant likelihood of LNAPL migration, both from waste packages and from a GDF vault into the local host rock. Our review and numerical modelling support the proposition that the release of a discrete free phase LNAPL from ILW would not present a significant challenge to the safety case even with conservative approximations. 'Asdisposed' LNAPL emplaced with the waste is not expected to pose a significant issue. 'Secondary LNAPL' generated in situ within the disposed ILW, arising from the decomposition of plastics, in particular PVC (polyvinyl chloride), could form the predominant LNAPL source term. Released high molecular weight phthalate plasticizers are judged to be the primary LNAPL potentially generated. These are expected to have low buoyancy-based mobility due to their very low density contrast with water and high viscosity. Due to the inherent uncertainties, significant conservatisms were adopted within the numerical modelling approach, including: the simulation of a deliberately high organic material -PVC content wastestream (2D03) within an annular grouted waste package vulnerable to LNAPL release; upper bound inventory estimates of LNAPLs; incorporating the lack of any hydraulic resistance of the package vent; the lack of any degradation of dissolved LNAPL; and, significantly, the small threshold displacement pressure assumed at which LNAPL is able to enter initially water-saturated pores. Initial scoping calculations on the latter suggested that the rate at which LNAPL is able to migrate from a waste package is likely to be very small and insignificant for likely representative displacement pressure data: this represents a key result. Adopting a conservative displacement pressure, however, allowed the effect of other features and processes in the system to be assessed. High LNAPL viscosity together with low density contrast with water reduces LNAPL migration potential. Migration to the host rock is less 
Introduction
Building a safety case for the disposal of Intermediate Level (radioactive) Waste (ILW) in a deep geological disposal facility (GDF) requires consideration of potential pathways by which radionuclides might be returned to the accessible environment. Alongside consideration of radionuclide transport within any groundwater (Altmann, 2008; Grambow, 2008) , it is important to evaluate the impact of other potentially mobile fluids that might be disposed to, or generated within, the GDF -for example gas, generated by corrosion and microbial degradation (NDA, 2010a) and buoyant light non-aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) -on the overall evolution of a disposal system's performance. The potential impact of LNAPL has been identified in the recent past as a viability issue for a GDF by several authors (Askarieh et al., 1993; Rees et al., 2002; United Kingdom Nirex Limited (Nirex), 2005; Wealthall, 2002) . A safety case should address the concern that any buoyant LNAPL might migrate from the waste packages and could result in a shorter overall travel time to environmental or human receptors for any entrained radionuclides, in comparison with radionuclide migration solely associated with the movement of groundwater.
Our work herein focuses upon the initial part of this pathway -the waste package and the 'near field' of a GDF vault (waste stacks and backfill material). It aims to address the key question: is there a significant safety case issue associated with LNAPL in relation to radionuclides migrating from a disposal vault? Our study does not attempt to assess LNAPL migration through the geological barrier to surface, but does aim to inform on the need for such assessment.
In common with more conventional contaminated land LNAPL sources, the ILW LNAPL source poses both saturationbased and composition-based risks (ITRC, 2009) . Saturationbased risk is driven by the amount (saturation) of LNAPL present and its potential to result in LNAPL migration and eventual impact to a receptor, for example seepage to surface water. Composition-based risk is driven by toxic constituent presence within the LNAPL composition and risks posed by the chemical toxicity of components, say benzene a carcinogen, but also, of significant importance to the ILW case, the incorporation of radionuclides that may (complex and) partition into the LNAPL (Baker et al., 2003a,b; Chambers et al., 2004) . Radionuclide partitioning to a buoyant, potentially mobile LNAPL hence raises the concern that radionuclides may migrate more rapidly to the surface (compared to advective or diffusive transport in groundwater) and circumvent attenuation opportunities otherwise afforded by transport solely in the aqueous phase such as greater timeframes for radioactive decay (Wealthall, 2002) .
The vast majority of research and experience on LNAPL migration in the environment relates to contaminated land petroleum hydrocarbon fuel/oil LNAPL releases from storage tanks etc. (CL:AIRE, 2014; Kirkman et al., 2012; Mercer and Cohen, 1990) . Whilst this research certainly holds relevance, the ILW-LNAPL scenario exhibits many distinguishing features. For example, the LNAPL source zone is purposely emplaced at considerable geological depth below the water table where conditions will certainly be anaerobic, its migration is intentionally inhibited by a multi-barrier disposal approach and upward vertical migration of LNAPL due to its buoyancy is key. Unusually, the LNAPL may be predominantly generated in situ within the waste packages as a result of degradation of organic materials, and the timeframes for radiological risk assessments are exceptionally long compared with those generally considered in the contaminated land application. These differences provide the rationale for ILW-specific LNAPL research within a GDF context.
Our research is centred around the UK's need to safely manage the disposal of its present ILW inventory totalling 265,000 tonnes (te) (NDA, 2010b) and contributes to the generic safety case for its disposal within a GDF (NDA, 2010c,d) . The work forms a recent contribution to the on-going programme of research by the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority Radioactive Waste Management Directorate (NDA RWMD), now Radioactive Waste Management Limited (RWM), and its forerunner organisation, Nirex, to examine the impact on the safety case of the potential release of buoyant LNAPL from a GDF. As summarised by NDA (2012) , the programme includes significant recent laboratory research and has examined, for example, discrete LNAPL generation potential within ILW, the role of complexants and partitioning to LNAPL, the influence of sorption and toxicity impact (Dawson and Magalhaes, 2012; Hunter et al., 2006; NDA, 2012) . The goal of recent NDA-RWMD work undertaken by ourselves (and others) has been to develop and document a series of post-closure case safety arguments concerning LNAPLs in a GDF to support the generic proposition that the proposed type of disposal system will provide an appropriate level of safety (NDA, 2012; Watson et al., 2012) .
Our goal, in preference to predicting LNAPL migration into the geological barrier from an assumed bulk source-term at the disposal vault-host rock interface, has been to examine ILW-LNAPL release potential starting from the individual waste package scale, its original source, and assess migration and transport within the disposal vault to the host rock interface. Aims were to determine whether the proposed deep geological disposal of ILW might lead to significant risk of LNAPL migration from waste packages and migration from a disposal vault and, to identify the features and processes within the system that most greatly affect the potential for LNAPL migration and transport. We present a summary of our underpinning ILW inventory and literature review to better define the nature of the ILW LNAPL source term and numerical modelling to assess the likelihood of LNAPL release and subsequent migration from a waste package and the controlling processes. The reader is referred to Watson et al. (2012) (and appendices (App.) ) for supporting detail and discussion of wider safety case arguments.
It is worthy of note at outset that a key control on the migration of LNAPL through the waste package and backfill system is the threshold displacement pressure at which LNAPL is able to enter initially water-saturated pores. Appropriate LNAPL displacement pressure data are uncertain and laboratory gas breakthrough pressures are often used to infer LNAPL pore entry (by accounting for differences in interfacial tension). Initial scoping calculations (Section 3.1) in which the LNAPL pore entry pressure was approximated using gas displacement pressure data for an ideal uniform pore structure resulted in almost all LNAPL being retained in the waste package. This is a useful and important result, and suggests that the rate at which LNAPL might be able to migrate from a waste package is likely to be small if the displacement pressure data is representative and if the integrity of the grout within the waste package and of the vault backfill is maintained. However given the uncertainty associated with the applicability of the measured gas displacement pressures, no credit has been taken for this resistance to migration in the scenarios that are otherwise considered herein. This is a conservative assumption and avoids one source of uncertainty in the modelling whilst allowing the effect on LNAPL migration (or resistance) of other features and processes in the system to be assessed. To ensure that the potential for LNAPL migration is not underestimated, we have made conservative estimates for all other parameters where there is significant uncertainty. This helps to facilitate the development of a comprehensive safety case based on multiple lines of reasoning.
2. Summary of Intermediate Level Waste LNAPL source zone nature
Intermediate Level Waste (ILW)
ILW is (www.nda.gov.uk glossary) "Waste with radioactivity levels exceeding the upper boundaries for Low Level Waste (LLW), but which do not need heating to be taken into account in the design of storage or disposal facilities. It arises mainly from the reprocessing of spent fuel, and from general operations and maintenance of radioactive plant. The major components of ILW are metals and organic materials, with smaller quantities of cement, graphite, glass and ceramics." This study is based on the 2007 estimate of 265,000 te for the total ILW inventory that will need to be disposed of in the UK. Some of the waste included in this inventory has not yet arisen, for example the inventory includes wastes from decommissioning of UK nuclear power station sites. This waste is, or will be, held in interim storage at ground surface and includes an estimated 8700 te of organic material (Pöyry, 2010) . The UK proposes deep geological disposal of its ILW alongside, but separate from, high level waste (HLW) in a co-located GDF. ILW represents around 76% of the UK's radioactive waste volume requiring disposal, but only 2.5% of the radioactivity (NDA, 2010b) .
LNAPLs are found in, or may be generated from, wastes containing organic materials present within the ILW/LLW (low level waste) part of the inventory. Our research on ILW-LNAPL composition and nature uses data from the Derived Inventory (DI) based on the UK's 2007 inventory (Pöyry, 2010) . The Derived Inventory considers only wastes destined for deep geological disposal and is an enhancement of the National Inventory that includes information about how the waste will be immobilised and packaged and recognises some of the uncertainties associated with the information in the National Inventory. The DI subdivides organic material into: nonhalogenated plastics, halogenated plastics, rubbers, organic ion exchange resins, cellulosic material, and other organic compounds (incl. hydrocarbon oils and laboratory chemicals) categories that are used in our analysis below and in the detail of Watson et al. (2012) , App. A.
Waste package nature and geological disposal concept
The waste package (wasteform and waste container) serves as the first barrier to LNAPL migration. A range of standardised waste package types has been proposed, and used, for ILW. The majority of the waste that has the potential to be associated with LNAPLs has been or will be packaged in 500 litre (L) vented stainless steel containers using the one of the following types of wasteforms (in order of probable increasing effectiveness of LNAPL containment):
• Annular grouted -an annulus of cementitious grout surrounds the waste, which comprises 200 L carbon steel waste drums super-compacted to form pucks (Fig. 1) . Containment of LNAPL after closure of a GDF may be reduced if cracks develop in the grout annulus and/or if corrosion of the container were to allow flow through the waste package. Much of the inventory of plastics, rubbers and other possible LNAPL precursors is expected to be associated with this wasteform. • In-container grouted -solid wastes within a waste container are surrounded and infiltrated by grout that may perhaps react with and immobilise any LNAPLs present. The wasteform is potentially less prone to crack development facilitating migration of the entire package LNAPL inventory than the annular grouted example. Wastes may consist of relatively large items (e.g. size-reduced mechanical components) that could contain traces of oil, solvent or grease as well as smaller items (e.g., shredded plastic).
• In-drum mixed wasteform -grout is mixed intimately with the waste (often a sludge) within the waste container and is likely to completely encapsulate any LNAPLs in the waste at the grain scale. The wasteform does not contain interfaces at which cracks are likely to originate. Any oils, solvents and greases present are likely to be dispersed throughout the package.
The work reported herein considered RWMD's illustrative example disposal concept for ILW in a higher strength host rock (NDA, 2010c,d) . Waste packages would be placed in large engineered vaults, c. 650 m below ground surface, with a cross section of c. 16 m by 16 m and a length of c. 300 m. Waste packages would be stacked in 7 layers, leaving a c. 6 m gap between the uppermost package of the resulting waste stack and roof of the vault. The waste packages would be surrounded by a cementitious backfill. An engineered vault lining may also be present that could impede LNAPL migration from the near field to the geosphere.
LNAPL migration from a waste package requires a pathway from the LNAPL source location to the outside of the package. In this context it is important to recognise that most ILW waste packages are vented and hence fractures connecting the LNAPL source region to the vent may provide an initial pathway. Container corrosion and degradation of the grout, with time, may create additional pathways through the waste package. These pathways may be advective if a head gradient is present. If free gas is present in the waste package, any migrating LNAPL likely accumulates at the top of the water-saturated region, unable to move from the waste package until gas saturations decline to residual values. Resaturation of the waste package by water is expected to be relatively fast (years to decades) for a higher strength host rock. The ullage space (Fig. 1 ) may represent an important capillary break preventing LNAPL capillary-facilitated entry into the backfill. There is a fundamental driving force requirement to move LNAPL out of the waste package as a free phase (as opposed to dissolved-phase). Options include: sufficient agglomeration of LNAPL for its buoyancy to exceed the displacement pressure for migration through grout/backfill; capillary forces in the grout or overlying unsaturated region are sufficient to draw LNAPL out of the source region; waste package pressurisation due to unexpected vent blockage forcing fluids out of the waste package and advection if a connected pathway forms through the package. LNAPL migration requires degradation and dissolution timescales to exceed times required for LNAPL movement from the waste package.
Sources of LNAPL within Intermediate Level Waste
'As-disposed' LNAPL originally present within the ILW is not expected to result in the migration of a free LNAPL phase from the waste package. Waste forms are designed to provide effective immobilisation of this component of the LNAPL inventory by encapsulation (Section 2.2), and the compliance process limits the volumetric LNAPL content of waste packages. The most probable DI category accounting for this wastestream is 'other organic compounds' (incl. hydrocarbon oils and laboratory chemicals). Supporting experimental work (summarised by NDA, 2012), has shown that: LNAPL loadings of 4-8% by weight do not adversely affect wasteform properties including setting; LNAPL immobilisation is enhanced by the presence of solid precipitates, especially magnesium hydroxide; and, decadelong experiments on Nucleol 520 oil encapsulated in grout suggests the wasteform is robust (Craven, 2005) . Any nonencapsulated LNAPL is still likely dispersed and immobile throughout the wasteform and will remain so unless residual saturations are exceeded that are typically c. 20% for porous media (Mercer and Cohen, 1990) . These are around an order of magnitude greater than expected waste package maximum loadings. Very gradual decline of the isolated immobile LNAPL due to diffusive-dissolution transfer to the aqueous phase, possibly with (bio)degradation mass removal, is the expected long-term fate of as-disposed LNAPL; a buoyant LNAPL release is not anticipated.
'Secondary' LNAPL may be generated in-situ within the various waste package types from precursor organic material originally present within the ILW. The organic material categories -non-halogenated plastics, halogenated plastics, rubbers, organic ion exchange resins, cellulosic material -have varying potential to generate LNAPL which we have assessed in relation to the ILW DI in App. A of Watson et al. (2012) , drawing upon the process-based research summarised by NDA (2012) and summarised further below for PVC (polyvinyl chloride). Secondary LNAPL generated from degradation of, and the release of, additives from (mainly) plastics will typically not be immobilised as effectively as 'as-disposed' LNAPL since the LNAPL is not mixed with the grout at the time of wasteform manufacture. Annular grouted waste packages ( Fig. 1 ) are expected to provide the most concentrated mass of organic precursor material (in the compressed waste pucks), the least containment and the largest inventory of LNAPL per package of the three generic waste package types.
Chemicals, some with potential to form a LNAPL, may be released from organic plastic materials due to chemical-, radiolytic-and or thermal-induced degradation leading to potential disintegration of the polymer structure. Release of additives within plastics such as plasticisers that are not chemically bound to the polymer is more likely to occur without degradation. This is due to their molecular structure allowing the chemical to be radiation tolerant (although not necessarily immune); for example, the delocalised aromatic ring of phthalate plasticisers may dissipate radiolytic energy without molecular breakdown. The overall degrading polymer structure combined with thermal stress on a material that will increase plasticiser-additive diffusion rates may lead to the accumulation of chemical at the plastic interface and potential coalescence to a LNAPL. Such a thermally induced effect may be observed, for example, in aged electrical wiring where a sticky, oily brown film of LNAPL phthalate plasticiser may accumulate around the increasingly brittle wire-insulation material. Although phthalates are judged the most persistent, potential LNAPL-forming chemical type in plastic materials, they are nevertheless susceptible to degradation (e.g. alkaline hydrolysis (Section 2.4)), under the alkaline conditions of the wasteform grout and surrounding backfill and in the presence of ionising radiation.
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) plastic: secondary LNAPL generation and additive fate
The expected behaviour of PVC is reviewed in detail, by way of example, but also because of its significance to the ILW LNAPL source term. The reader is referred to NDA (2012) which provides a comprehensive summary of the experimental and theoretical work that has been carried out to estimate the amounts and compositions of LNAPLs that might be generated from the various precursor materials in the inventory; and, our own work in Watson et al. (2012) App. A, B, where we detail further the LNAPL chemicals that might potentially be generated from the various organic precursor material categories that serve as the basis for our LNAPL source term (Section 2.5). LNAPL generation is predicted to be most significant from the halogenated plastics, in particular the phthalate plasticisers found in flexible polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastics. Additives, such as plasticisers and fillers are used to tailor PVC for a variety of applications, such as flexible yet strong plastic bags. Amounts of plasticisers present vary significantly across products and manufacturers, but typically comprise 30-50% of the PVC (Smith et al., 2010) with greater contents generally in more flexible material products. In the DI, PVC is typically found in the form of a semi-flexible cable insulator or plastic bags (Dawson and Magalhaes, 2012) . Pöyry (2010) estimates the total mass of ILW halogenated plastics to be between 3110 te and 3681 te with a best estimate of 3498 te. Of this, PVC is estimated to comprise 80-95% of the wastestream.
LNAPL production from thermal ageing has been investigated for flexible PVC films in de-ionised water and alkali solutions (Dawson, 2012; NDA, 2012) . Fig. 2 shows an oily (NAPL) viscous residue observed in that work from PVC after 60 d at 80°C in pH 12 Ca(OH) 2 solution. The composition of the oily residue could not be analysed successfully, nor could the density of the residue NAPL be determined. A buoyant LNAPL was not obvious at the water-solution surface; however, we speculate this could be due to the adherence of the viscous oily NAPL to the PVC. After 120 d, a PVC mass loss of~30% was determined and phenolic compounds were detected in solution. However, oily residues were not observed under neutral conditions at 80°C or after gamma irradiation to 150 kGy and 10 MGy at room temperature under alkaline conditions (Dawson, 2012; NDA, 2012) .
In terms of aqueous-phase solution contents, Reed and Molecke (1993) have observed that various generic degradation products were released when PVC was irradiated to 120 kGy, with water-soluble acetone most abundant (~50%) and not expected to lead to LNAPL formation. Total organic carbon (TOC) in solution has also been observed to increase by 10 to 60 times following irradiation compared to non-irradiated control PVC samples (Dawson, 2012; NDA, 2012) . Declines in pH are observed in irradiated solutions as general radiolysis mechanisms of PVC polymer disintegration will yield hydrogen chloride (Dawson and Magalhaes, 2012) . Solution contents could perhaps include degraded additive and particularly degraded polymer contributions, including soluble alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and carboxylic acids. Common PVC plasticisers include high molecular mass phthalates such as diisononyl phthalate (DINP), diethyl hexyl phthalate (DEHP), dioctyl phthalate (DOP) and diisodecyl phthalate, which have low aqueous solubilities (b 0.5 mg/L). These phthalates are hence unlikely to have very significant aqueous-phase concentrations, but have potential to form a LNAPL film if fluxes from the internal plastic to its interface exceed dissolution fluxes away from that interface into aqueousphase solution. Abiotic (hydrolysis) and biotic reactions may occur for phthalates in the aqueous phase to some degree depending on conditions; if significant, these may enhance LNAPL dissolution fluxes due to the increased chemical concentration gradients induced thereby lowering the potential for LNAPL accumulation.
Under dry conditions (potentially relevant until a waste package becomes water-saturated), experience shows that where PVC has been irradiated to high doses (N 1 MGy, albeit not quantified), a sticky plasticiser residue is observed on PVC cable components indicating that the plasticisers are mobile and radiation tolerant (Dawson and Magalhaes, 2012) . In air and nitrogen gas, when irradiated to 150 kGy and 10 MGy, plasticisers were released from PVC as evidenced by a waxy appearance (Dawson, 2012; NDA, 2012) . For (dry) PVC cable material that has been aged and maintained at 70-110°C, there is a reported weight loss of 17% due to plasticiser loss (Dawson and Schneider, 2002) . Comparing wet and dry experiments suggests that it is possible that under some conditions small amounts of plasticiser may diffuse out of the polymer into the solution but then degrade further under irradiation, or form a solution in the aqueous phase (Dawson, 2012; NDA, 2012) . Therefore, the net LNAPL production may be dependent on a balance between the rates of diffusion and degradation in the period, expected to be c. 100 y, between waste packaging and backfilling of a GDF and the rate of degradation once any LNAPL that has been generated comes into contact with alkaline porewater following resaturation of the waste package. The expected temperature increase associated with GDF backfilling will increase the diffusion rate of any plasticisers remaining within the matrix (Dawson, 2012; NDA, 2012) .
Considering phthalate fate within the aqueous phase, although high molecular mass phthalates released from PVC and other plastics are notably persistent in the water environment globally, they do have some degradation potential (Liang et al., 2008 ) that may, even at low rates, become significant over GDF timeframes. Hydrolysis of phthalate esters is favoured under the alkali conditions associated with cementitious backfill. Schwarzenbach et al. (1993) , drawing on the studies of Wolfe et al. (1980a,b) that cover phthalates ranging from dimethylphthalate (DMP) up to diethyl-hexyl-phthalate (DEHP), confirm the importance of base-catalysed phthalate hydrolysis at high pH with significantly reduced rates at neutral and acidic pH. Also, second order base-catalysed rate constants markedly decrease with increased molecular mass, for example, from 6.9 × 10 (Schwarzenbach et al., 1993) . DEHP is of comparable molecular mass and potentially similar reactivity to phthalates such as DOP and DINP. Hence these high molecular weight phthalates may be expected to exhibit some persistence, even under high pH conditions that favour hydrolysis. Some biotic contributions may be anticipated to enhance phthalate degradation (Jonsson et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2008) . However, high temperature, high bulk pH (~12) and perhaps low water conditions are likely to restrict microbial degradation to favourable environmental niches (Askarieh et al., 2000; Humphreys et al., 2010) . pH 11.5 is believed to be the highest pH reported for bacterial growth with optimal growth of alkaliphiles at pH 9-10 ( Sorokin et al., 2012) . To provide context in terms of the chemical environment within the near field of a GDF in the UK context (NDA, 2010e): the Nirex Reference Vault Backfill (NRVB) provides a high pH environment of pH 12.5, buffered by portlandite, for several hundred thousand years falling to around pH 10, buffered by calcium silicon hydrate, for more than a million years (dependent on groundwater flow rate and composition).
LNAPL source term
As the LNAPL source term associated with ILW disposed of in a GDF may be primarily based upon secondary LNAPL generated in situ that is shown to be inherently complex (as illustrated for PVC), it is unsurprising that defining a representative ILW LNAPL source term, at any scale, is nontrivial. Laboratory observations of actual LNAPL release from the range of plastics associated with ILW, such as the oily phase observed for PVC in Fig. 2 , have proven rare (NDA, 2012) (and is the subject of on-going RWM research). In order to be conservative, however, the ILW source-term was assumed to include any released chemical that has a potential to exist as a LNAPL by virtue of its physical-chemical properties. It was also assumed that at the waste package scale, secondary LNAPL formed may be sufficiently local to agglomerate (coalesce) to from a continuous LNAPL body that may be able to migrate. This is again a conservative assumption for which further supporting data would be beneficial; for example, this could include observational data from the characterisation of decades-old waste packages.
Our approach to defining a source term has been to estimate a 'LNAPL mass potentially generated' (Lm potential ) from the ILW inventory that was based on our analysis of the DI (Pöyry, 2010) . Fig. 3 compares our Lm potential estimate with the ILW mass of organic material to be disposed to the UK's GDF subdivided to the various organic material ILW categories. The Lm potential for most ILW DI organic material categories equates to the secondary LNAPL mass potentially generated. This typically equates to the mass of additives, usually plasticisers, present in the precursor organic material (plastic) that are judged sufficiently mobile to release from the (degraded) polymer, and are also sufficiently radiation tolerant to allow persistence to form a LNAPL. The assumptions underpinning these judgments are outlined in Dawson and Magalhaes (2012) and in our detailed application of those assumptions to the DI and our estimation of Lm potential (Watson et al., 2012, App. A) . For the 'other organic compounds' category, Lm potential was equated to the as-disposed LNAPL mass. It is emphasised that no credit is taken for prior encapsulation of mass or subsequent degradation of LNAPL mass via abiotic or biotic reactions. Lm potential is judged a maximum potential mass; it is regarded as an upper bound and over-estimate of the likely LNAPL sourceterm mass. It is noted that extrapolation of some of the experimental observations discussed in Section 2.4 (Watson et al. (2012) , App. A) would give much lower masses (for example, the gamma irradiation results of Dawson (2012)). Fig. 3 indicates an overall Lm potential upper bound value of 1300 te of LNAPL of which halogenated plastics, mostly PVC, account for 740 te. It is entirely reasonable to exclude the 'other organic chemicals' from the total LNAPL as these will almost all be encapsulated and or very dispersed and immobile. This would yield an Lm potential of just over 1000 te that is still regarded as a pessimistic estimate as degradation of, or incomplete release of additive plasticiser is not considered and is a significant probable contribution to diminishment of the accumulated mass over time.
In order that our numerical modelling predictions are appropriate to a safety case, definition of the source term for our modelling work at the waste package scale has adopted a similar conservative approach. We use inventory data for a wastestream known to be rich in organic material and apply similar assumptions to those outlined above for the estimation of Lm potential that allows an upper bound estimate of LNAPL to be generated. Additionally, we allow some variation of secondary LNAPL generated within the simulated scenarios simulated to examine source term sensitivity to LNAPL composition (see later Table 1 ). It is recognised that, in reality, the source term will be time-dependent, governed by the timescales of in situ secondary LNAPL generation, but determination of appropriate timescales is beyond the scope of this work. Our modelling therefore conservatively assumes that the entire source term is available at the time of emplacement.
The Lm potential estimate represents 18% of the total mass of organic pre-cursor material (excluding cellulose) in the ILW inventory. Being conservative, it suggests that at least 82% of the ILW organic precursor material either remains as a 'solid' polymer plastic or would be transferred to the aqueous phase. This could hence represent a considerable organic loading locally to the aqueous phase that may influence LNAPL behaviour, for example, via: their aqueous-phase presence modifying LNAPL dissolution; indirectly through consumption of electron acceptors in biodegradation reactions that may have otherwise been used in the biodegradation of LNAPL (dissolved) chemical; their degradation inducing changes in pH and redox conditions; and, directly through acting as an electron donor in biodegradation reactions where the LNAPL chemical is acting as an electron acceptor, in say dechlorination reactions (Watson et al., 2012, App. B) . Literature associated with high organic content landfill leachate would hold some analogous relevance (Christensen et al., 2000) .
LNAPL composition: density and viscosity
It is not only the mass of LNAPL potentially present that is significant, but also its composition. Composition may significantly impact the intrinsic properties of the LNAPL, for example its density, viscosity and solubility, which, in turn, influence the fate and migration of a LNAPL, for example, respectively, its buoyancy, its migration rate and dissolution (and depletion) into the aqueous phase. Clearly, with ILW being composed of many different wastestreams derived from different processes as well as the consideration that generation of secondary LNAPL, a complex heterogeneous process, is involved, it is to be expected that composition is likely heterogeneous within and between both wastestreams and individual waste packages within a wastestream. That said, the secondary LNAPLs generated are anticipated to be dominated by plasticiser additives, particularly those that are more radiation tolerant such as the phthalate chemicals (Section 2.3) (Watson et al., 2012) . Fig. 4 serves as an indicator of relative NAPL mobility, and plots literature pure-phase chemical viscosity (log) versus density for a wide range of organic liquid chemicals. The figure plots not only LNAPL chemicals, but also some dense nonaqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) that have a density greater than water as well as some compounds that may be miscible (form a single phase) with water, for example methanol. The majority of chemicals plotted are mentioned as either plastic composition precursors or decomposition products detected in the laboratory studies and literature we have reviewed targeting the fate of ILW organic material categories (Watson et al., 2012, App. A, B; NDA, 2012 and therein) . Various n-alkane and common fuel/oil hydrocarbons have also been added to the plot for convenient reference, some of which may be within the ILW 'Other Chemicals' category. The phthalates predominantly mentioned in the reviewed plastics literature, for example for PVC, tend to be the higher molecular mass phthalates that are very viscous and 'just' an LNAPL of weak density contrast (c. 0.98) compared to a water density in the GDF environment estimated (and modelled) at 1.02. They are hence of very weak buoyancy contrast. High molecular mass phthalate rich LNAPLs would hence be just buoyant and migrate very slowly upward Comparison of inventory ILW mass to be disposed in the UK's GDF with LNAPL mass-potentially generated (Lm potential ) for the various organic material categories (see Watson et al., 2012 for underpinning data for specific plastics etc. contributing to the various categories). due to their elevated viscosity assuming they are able to overcome pore entry pressures. Their behaviour would be inversely comparable to the very gradual penetration to depth below the water table of surface releases of coal tar-creosote (plotted in Fig. 4 ) DNAPLs of comparable viscosity and weak density contrast (density c. 1.05) (Gerhard et al., 2007 ). An increased proportion of the lower molecular weight, but denser phthalates (Fig. 4 ) would lead to a neutral to dense (D)NAPL scenario thereby removing the buoyancy hazard in the GDF context. Their solubility is, however, greater and their preferential dissolution may lead to this being a temporary decreasing DNAPL influence. Although many of the polymer degradation products are potentially more buoyant and mobile due to their lower viscosities and densities (Fig. 4) , they are much more soluble than the additives (Watson et al. 2012, App. B) . Hence on the timescales of interest to a GDF scenario, their depletion from the LNAPL may become significant and occur relatively quickly leaving an increasingly additive/phthalate-enriched LNAPL with time. Some of the specifically mentioned Other Chemicals in the ILW wastestreams were miscible (high solubility) laboratory solvents and if incorporated within a multicomponent LNAPL mixture they would be expected to likewise deplete rapidly and accordingly reduce LNAPL density contrast and buoyancy.
LNAPL source scenarios simulated
Our waste package simulation scenarios were based on the plutonium-contaminated materials (PCM) wastestream 2D03 (Watson et al., 2012, App. C) . This specific wastestream was selected, not only to provide realism to the modelling, but also because it exhibited the following: a high potential inventory of LNAPL -it contained significant PVC with diverse organic material categories present; potential for LNAPL generated from the waste to agglomerate and become potentially mobile -it is packaged using an annular grouted wasteform and hence concentrated pucks of organic material are present and there is potential for organic material mobility and coalescence; and to be present in sufficient numbers that the LNAPL generated might be significant on a GDF scale -over 10,000 waste packages have been produced. Soft PCM wastes from the 2D03 wastestream are currently placed in 200 L carbon steel drums, which are supercompacted to form the pucks as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The derivation of the LNAPL inventory per waste package was based on the wastestream datasheet (NDA, 2007) and estimates of secondary LNAPL yields corresponding to our upper-bound estimate, Lm potential . A typical 2D03 wastestream comprises (by weight): PVC 17%; rubber 7%; cellulose 4%; polythene 4%; other organics up to 3%; steel (drums) 62%; and rubble/soil/glass 3%. The LNAPL composition for the 2D03 , 1 cP) and an anticipated GDF water quality at 35°C of density 1.02 g cm −3 (1020 kg m −3
) and viscosity 0.72 cP (7.2 × 10 −4 Pa s) used in the numerical modelling that were based on expected groundwater inorganic compositions for a typical host rock environment.
wastestream is expected to be dominated by the radiationtolerant high molecular mass phthalates, for example, DINP, DEHP/DOP. Of the ILW wastestreams, 2D03 is judged one of the most likely to have the potential to generate significant quantities of buoyant LNAPL. Making various conservative assumptions, three LNAPL mass-composition scenarios were proposed for model simulation. These were: Scenario 1, 'Phthalate-rich 2D03 LNAPL'; Scenario 2, 'Central 2D03 LNAPL'; and, Scenario 3, 'Maximum 2D03 LNAPL'. The variations are a result of assuming that the 'other chemicals' category do (Scenario 2), or do not (Scenario 1), contribute to the LNAPL mass; either is realistically valid with arguably Scenario 1 being the most realistic and common. Scenario 3 is a more pessimistic alternative that invokes upperbound estimates of LNAPL that could be released from each of the organic material precursor categories. It is viewed as the least plausible scenario for 2D03 and hence most conservative in that the LNAPL mass is maximised. Table 1 quantifies the contributions of the organic material categories to the various 2D03 LNAPL mass estimates used in the source term modelling.
A further Scenario 4 'Low viscosity LNAPL' is simulated that, although judged unrealistic, allows the sensitivity to a higher density contrast, lower viscosity LNAPL to be assessed. Properties are not based on the 2D03 wastestream, rather a synthesised combination of hydrocarbon oil used by the nuclear industry (Castrol Nucleol 520 lubricating oil) and a typical LNAPL encountered at petroleum contaminated-land sites with both low density and low viscosity and hence high mobility. Our review, including Watson et al. (2012) and the supporting literature (NDA, 2012) do not support that such an LNAPL is viable in significant volumes in the GDF-ILW context. Properties of all the Scenario LNAPLs are detailed in Table 2 with further justification of value selection given by Watson et al. (2012) , App. C. Overall, the range in properties permitted simulations to be conducted that gave the benefit of sensitivity testing across a range of LNAPL types recognising the uncertainty in ILW LNAPL composition and quantities. The four LNAPL scenarios are marked on the Fig. 4 viscosity-density plot to provide an indication of the relative mobility of the LNAPLs simulated.
Modelling approach
This section describes the models that have been developed to assess whether LNAPLs might be able to migrate out of a waste package into the surrounding backfill. It starts from the assumption that the pessimistic upper bound inventory of LNAPLs might be present in those packages that contain LNAPL precursors.
Model approach
Consistent with the overall ambition to better understand the nature of any source term of LNAPL emanating from a GDF, the aim of the numerical modelling is to first understand the potential for LNAPL to migrate from the waste package in which it (or its precursor material) is initially present (Fig. 1) , and then to determine likely timescales for migration through the overlying backfill before the LNAPL is able to enter the host rock. This is consistent with the "multi-barrier" approach to the engineering design of a GDF and allows the efficacy of each of the engineered barrier system to be investigated. The models comprise a single waste package in isolation; no interference from LNAPLs released from neighbouring packages is considered. Scenarios considered the waste package to either be: intact (as emplaced); contain cracks in the grout; or include an annular failure in the waste package (e.g. due to corrosion at a weld) and/or cracks in the encapsulant. In the latter case, the annular failure was assumed to be located at the bottom of the waste package to maximise the pressure gradient through the waste package (given the boundary conditions that have been chosen; see Section 3.4.2) and therefore maximise the potential for migration of LNAPL out of the package. Since the rate of LNAPL generation from precursor material is uncertain, the total potential package LNAPL inventory is assumed to be available at the start of the modelled period.
Where possible, realistic assumptions on LNAPL and media properties have been made and where data are missing or uncertain, conservative assumptions have been made so that timescales for migration are not overestimated. In particular degradation of LNAPL is not included in the models, since realistic rates of LNAPL degradation under in situ conditions are uncertain, and the closest package to the vault roof has been chosen in order to provide the shortest buoyant pathway to the host rock.
No direct effects of the choice of host rock have been taken into consideration in the modelling, although the NRVB backfill that is assumed is currently only envisaged for use in higher strength host rocks (NDA, 2010d). The backfill dimensions are consistent with this choice. Models extend only as far as the top of the backfill in the vault. Differing rates of resaturation in different host rocks would affect the time at which LNAPLs can start to migrate from the waste package. The modelling presented here has as its starting point the time at which the waste package fully resaturates with water, meaning that residual gas saturations are reduced to a minimum (it is assumed in the modelling that there is insufficient gas in the waste package to significantly affect the LNAPL migration). This is expected to be rapid for higher strength host rocks, Table 2 Physical properties assumed for the various Scenario LNAPLs simulated that are largely based on weighted average of their key component chemicals; for example phthalate additives are based on the mean of DOP and DINP (for further rationale, see Watson et al. (2012) , App. C). and so in the models it is assumed that the mobile LNAPL phase is still located in the pucks at the start of the simulation.
Numerical model
All simulations were performed using Quintessa's generalpurpose modelling code, QPAC (Quintessa, 2012) and its associated multiphase flow (MPF) module. QPAC includes a variable time-step, variable order backward difference formula Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) solver to solve a system of discretised partial differential and algebraic equations. The MPF module implements Darcy's equations for immiscible multiphase flow, coupled with transport of dissolved species using the following set of equations: ) is its rate of dissolution. θ (−) is the porosity of the medium, with θ 0 (−) its porosity at reference pressure p 0 (Pa), and β (Pa ) is its compressibility.
The set of Eqs. (1a)- (1f) consists of 3N f + 3 equations for the unknown saturations and pressures of each fluid (wetting and non-wetting), the dissolved concentration of each nonwetting fluid and the porosity. In the modelling described here only a single non-wetting LNAPL phase is simulated, so N f = 1. The subscript n will therefore be used subsequently to denote properties of the LNAPL.
The Darcy velocity u i is given by
where μ i is the fluid viscosity (Pa s), g (m/s 2 ) is the acceleration due to gravity, and z (m) is the vertical coordinate (positive upwards). k i (m 2 ) is the saturation-dependent permeability of the medium to fluid i, which is expressed in terms of the intrinsic permeability k (m 2 ) of the medium and the relative permeability k i rel (−) of the medium with respect to fluid i as
The hydraulic parameterisation of the grout and backfill materials in the model assumes a porous media parameterisation and follows the Brooks and Corey (1964) convention, in which the capillary pressure and relative permeability curves are expressed in terms of the effective water and LNAPL saturations, S we (−) and S ne (−), which are given by
S m (−) is the residual aqueous phase saturation. The capillary pressure between the water and LNAPL phase is defined in terms of displacement pressure as
where p nd is the LNAPL-water displacement pressure (Pa) and m (−) is the pore size distribution index. Relative permeability curves for water and LNAPL in the grout and backfill are given by
respectively. The waste pucks are assumed to behave like a fractured media, as opposed to the porous media treatment for the grout and backfill, with their relative permeability assumed to be simply proportional to saturation, so that k w rel = S w and k n rel = S n . If any fractures are present in the model (i.e., in the failed package scenarios) then these are treated in the same way. These choices result in large relative permeabilities in the media that are represented as fractured and ensure that the potential for a LNAPL pathway is not underestimated. The permeability of the ullage space in all models is simulated assuming no dependence of the net permeability on saturation, so that k w rel = k n rel = 1. The capillary pressure in the waste pucks, ullage and any fractures is taken to be p cn ¼ 0 Pa. The effective diffusion coefficient of dissolved LNAPL is modelled as a function of the material porosity and tortuosity using a simple linear Archie's law assumption,
where τ (−) is the tortuosity and D n,pore (m 2 /s) is the diffusion coefficient in water at temperature T (K), which depends on the molar volume of the LNAPL and is modelled using the Wilke-Chang equation (Wilke and Chang, 1955) ,
Here ψ w (−) is an association parameter (which is taken to be 1 for non-associated solvents and 2.6 for water), M w (g/mol) is the molecular weight of water, T (K) is the temperature and V Nb (cc/mol) is the LNAPL molar volume at its normal boiling point. Since all solvent terms in the Wilke-Chang equation will be common for all LNAPLs, only the V Nb −0.6 term will vary between cases. (The variation in LNAPL molar volumes in Scenarios 1-4 leads to variations in computed diffusion coefficients of around 30%.) The LNAPL dissolution rate is given by
) is the dissolution rate constant for the LNAPL, c n lim (kg/kg) is the solubility limit of the LNAPL and H(⋅) is the Heaviside function. The formulation ensures that the solubility limit is never exceeded and that saturations remain positive, or zero. The dissolution rate constant is chosen to be large to mimic pseudo-instantaneous dissolution. A value of 10 2 y −1 is used in all simulations. LNAPL densities are taken to be constant in the model. The water density varies with the amount of dissolved LNAPL as
where ρ w 0 (kg/m 3 ) is the density of water under in situ conditions and c tds (kg/kg) is the concentration of any dissolved solids in the water.
Displacement pressure
A key control on the rate of migration of LNAPL through the waste package-backfill system is the threshold displacement pressure at which LNAPL is able to enter initially water saturated pores. The use of displacement pressures in models of LNAPL migration is complicated by the fact that it is a function of the intrinsic permeability of the package and backfill materials which, when considering the long-term evolution of materials in engineered barrier systems for radioactive waste, can vary over the modelling timescales.
To our knowledge, no directly relevant LNAPL-water displacement pressure data exist for the combination of the expected (phthalate-based) LNAPL types and specialised backfill material considered in this study. However, gas breakthrough pressures are available for a range of materials and provide a useful starting point because they are broadly equivalent to displacement pressures (Carruthers and Ringrose, 1998) , although we acknowledge that the LNAPL-water displacement pressure may be lower. In order to scope the potential significance of LNAPL migration, we therefore started by estimating a gas displacement pressure and the using this to approximate the LNAPL-water displacement pressure for the modelled system by scaling the gas-water displacement pressure by the ratio of surface tensions. A useful survey of laboratory gas-water displacement pressures for a wide range of soil and rock types is given by Ingram et al. (1997) who determined the following power law regression relationship between displacement pressure and permeability:
Here, k is the intrinsic permeability of the media (m 2 ) and p gd is the gas-water displacement pressure (MPa). The relationship was derived from approximately 100 reported values ranging over 12 orders of magnitude down to permeabilities of 10 −23 m 2 , with an appreciable scatter of up to an order of magnitude around the regression fit.
Directly applying Eq. (11) to the pristine package grout results in a threshold gas-water displacement pressure of around 2.4 MPa. The LNAPL-water displacement pressure can be approximated from the gas-water displacement pressure by scaling by σ wn /σ wg , where σ wn and σ wg are surface tensions (N/m) between the water and LNAPL, and water and gas, respectively. The water-gas surface tension is σ wg = 0.072 N m −1
. Combining this with the water-LNAPL surface tension (Table 4) gives a scaling factor of 0.5 and therefore results in an approximate LNAPL-water displacement pressure of 1.2 MPa. This pressure was found to be sufficiently high to effectively prevent free phase (non-dissolved) LNAPL migration from the compacted waste pucks into the grout in all scenarios that were considered (the maximum amount of free phase LNAPL released from the pucks was less than 100 mg for the cases considered).
Since the direct applicability of the gas displacement pressure relationship (11) to the simulation of LNAPLs is uncertain it has not been used in this study. Instead, a bounding gas-water displacement pressure of p gd = 10 Pa (scaling to give a LNAPL-water displacement pressure of p nd = 5 Pa) was used in all of the scenarios that are considered. This is clearly smaller than Ingram's correlation would suggest, even taking the more extreme outliers in the data distribution, and represents a very conservative choice for p gd . It effectively neglects the entry pressure barrier and thus overestimates the potential for LNAPL to enter the backfill and migrate away from the waste containers.
Model design 3.4.1. Model geometry
The simulated domain comprises a single 500 L annulargrouted waste package of the type shown in Fig. 1 surrounded by backfill extending to a height of 6 m above the waste package. This geometry is consistent with the assumption of the simulated waste package being the top-most package in the vault. The 6-m backfilled space corresponds to the region of the vault that is reserved for emplacement machinery during the emplacement operations, which is removed prior to backfilling. 50 cm of backfill is included to either side of the waste package. The overall geometry is shown in the left hand diagram in Fig. 5 . An irregular cylindrical (r,z) grid is used to allow volumes near key interfaces in the system to be more finely resolved. The grid cell locations are visible in the right-hand diagram in Fig. 5 , which shows the geometry local to the waste package. The waste package "walls" (the stainless steel container) are not included in the model. Instead, these are represented by impermeable interfaces between adjacent grid cells at the relevant locations. The only permeable interfaces surrounding the package in pristine (non-corroded) waste package scenarios are those representing the permeable vent at the top of the package. In corroded package scenarios the interfaces at the failure locations are set to be permeable, allowing flow through the package.
Boundary conditions
The system is initially assumed to be under hydrostatic conditions with a water pressure of P top = 6.5 MPa at top of model. This gives pressures in the system of:
where h (m) is the vertical distance from the top of the simulated region. This pressure is assigned as the initial pressure in the system and is used to define the pressure boundary conditions on the pristine package model for the entire simulation time.
In scenarios where the waste package is assumed to be corroded (later Fig. 6 ), a pressure difference greater than the hydrostatic pressure difference is imposed between the top and bottom boundaries to give rise to a flow through the system in a bottom to top direction. RWMD's generic Disposal System Safety Case system model (NDA, 2010f) assumes a Darcy velocity in the higher strength host rock of 6 × 10 −4 m/y. Since the simulated backfill is likely to be more permeable than the host rock, flow tends to focus through the backfill and this is represented through the use of a flow focussing factor. Whilst flows through the GDF as a whole may be dominantly horizontal, flows through the backfill between the low permeability waste stacks may be vertical (upwards at the upstream end of the vault and downwards at the downstream end of the vault) as water is focussed towards the more permeable backfilled region at the top of the vault. Since the main purpose of the imposed flows in the modelling discussion herein is to carry LNAPL away from the package, we have therefore imposed a vertical flow that will minimise the time taken for LNAPL to migrate to the top of the vault. The approach is hence conservative in this regard. Based on information in NDA (2010f), we have imposed a vertical Darcy velocity of 1.2 × 10 −3 m/y through the waste stack. To approximate this in the model, a pressure difference was imposed between the top/bottom boundaries, which led to Darcy velocities in the model ranging from 1.18 × 10 −3 m/y near the boundary with the host rock to 1.46 × 10 −3 m/y at the sides of the waste package, where the flows are fastest. On outflowing boundaries, in-situ LNAPL amounts are used to determine the fluxes out of the system. The neighbouring host rock is not represented in the model since a generic GDF design is being considered. Instead backfill properties are used to determine the fluxes. Proper representation of the host rock would be expected to provide an additional resistance to LNAPL migration out of the backfill due to the expected lower permeability of the rock. This would most likely cause any LNAPL that is able to migrate as far as the rock/backfill interface to accumulate there. Therefore all estimates of LNAPL migration out of the backfill are conservative in this respect. For any boundaries on which advective flow conditions evolve and are inwards (e.g. as a consequence of water flowing inwards to replace LNAPL that has migrated away), a LNAPL saturation of S N = 0 (−) and water saturation of S w = 1 (−) is assumed. The choice of S N = 0 for LNAPL saturations on in-flowing boundaries ignores any 'interference' from LNAPL plumes emanating from neighbouring waste packages. Interfaces between encapsulant-backfill and ullage-backfill were set to be impermeable except for those in the vent, so that the vent provides to only pathway for LNAPL migration.
Scenarios and simulation cases
The migration of LNAPL from the compacted waste pucks, through the package grout and into the backfill via the ullage and vent (Fig. 5) is simulated for the LNAPL Scenarios 1-4 described in Table 2 . Variant LNAPL scenarios have been developed to assess sensitivity of the evolution to LNAPL properties. Scenarios 2 and 3 include 'LS' (low solubility) and 'HS' (high solubility) variants that test the sensitivity of the evolution to the LNAPL solubility limit in the water. In the LS variant, the solubility limit is set to phthalate levels (0.3 mg/L) whereas in the HS variant, the solubility limit is set to a level that is more consistent with the inventory of 'other organics'. LNAPL Scenario 2 also includes '4V' and '4BC' variants designed to test sensitivity to LNAPL hydrogeological properties. In the '4V' variant, the sensitivity to LNAPL viscosity is assessed by setting the viscosity to the lower value of the Scenario 4 LNAPL and in the '4BC' variant, the hydraulic retention parameters (i.e. the Brooks-Corey parameters) of the Scenario 4 LNAPL is applied to the Scenario 2. These latter two variants are applied in conjunction with the higher solubility from the HS variant.
Three package scenarios are considered. The package is assumed to be either: intact (as-emplaced); to contain an internal annular crack in the grout connecting the top of the edge of the pucks to the ullage, but be otherwise intact; or corroded about an annulus at the base (as discussed in Section 3.4). These latter 'compromised package' scenarios are intended to represent the degradation of the package materials with time.
In the corroded package scenario, a groundwater pathway is established through the package and advection of Scenario 1 LNAPL can occur. The corroded package scenario includes three variant models of increasing levels of package failure, with increasing rates of advection: in the first, the interior of the package is assumed to be intact with no cracks in the grout; in the second, an annular shrinkage crack is assumed to have developed along the length of the grout/container interface where the grout is assumed to have shrunk away from the container; and in the third an additional annular crack is assumed to have developed in the grout at the puck radius, running from the bottom to the top of the package. The key features of the compromised package scenarios are sketched in Fig. 6 .
A number of uncertain processes that would reduce the LNAPL release from the backfill have been neglected, as discussed earlier. Additionally, scoping calculations using a simple 'equivalent half-life' model for LNAPL degradation (Watson et al., 2012) suggest that the flux of LNAPL escaping the backfill will be significantly reduced if degradation of dissolved LNAPL can occur. The LNAPL degradation model and rate are uncertain and so any reduction in the LNAPL flux due to degradation in the dissolved phase has been ignored in the models that are presented. Similarly, sorption of dissolved LNAPL is ignored in the models. The package vent is likely to provide some resistance to flow, but since its hydraulic properties are not known precisely the vent is simulated as an open interface.
Scenario parameterisation
The hydrogeological parameterisation of the various materials included in the model are summarised in Table 3 and properties of the LNAPLs in each of LNAPL Scenarios 1-4 are summarised in Table 4 . The geometry and dimensions of the system are shown in Fig. 5 . Dimensions of the additional features that are present in the corroded package scenarios, together with their associated hydrogeological modelling assumptions, are given in Table 5 .
In all simulations, the viscosity of water at 35°C was taken to be μ w = 7.2 × 10 −4 Pa s. At an assumed depth of 650 m, the concentration of dissolved solids in the water is likely to be around 0.02 kg/kg (Bond and Tweed, 1995) . With no dissolved LNAPL, this results in a water density at in situ conditions in the model of around ρ w = 1017 kg/m 3 (Eq. (11)). Thus LNAPLs in the system are those LNAPLs with density less than this value, and may include LNAPLs that are denser than pure water at STP (standard temperature and pressure).
Results and discussion
Results for the intact package scenarios are presented in Section 4.1, and results for the compromised package scenarios are presented in Section 4.2.
Intact waste package
The phenomenological evolution of the LNAPL in the intact package scenarios is illustrated by the snapshots of the free and dissolved LNAPL plume for LNAPL Scenarios 1 and 4 (Fig. 7) . These are effectively the bounding cases in terms of the mobility of the free phase LNAPL with behaviour exhibited by the other scenarios falling within the envelope of these results.
Initially all the LNAPL is evenly distributed through the pucks, but within 100 y buoyancy of the LNAPL causes it to migrate vertically and accumulate at the top of the pucks. Since the hydraulic properties of the LNAPL in the pucks are the same in LNAPL Scenarios 1 and 4, the redistribution rate within pucks is similar. The rate at which the LNAPL then begins to migrate out of the pucks and through the grout and backfill is different. The Scenario 4 LNAPL breaks through the vent between 200 and 250 y, whereas the Scenario 1 LNAPL break though occurs much later between 4000 and 5000 y and at a lower rate. After 5000 y the Scenario 4 LNAPL reaches the interface with the host rock at the upper boundary and after 12,500 y almost all of the LNAPL (N95%) has migrated from the backfill via a narrow plume 'chimney'. There is little lateral spreading of the LNAPL plume since there is not a significant lateral pressure gradient and transverse dispersion is not represented in the model. In contrast, more than 99% of the Scenario 1 LNAPL is still present in the modelled system at 100,000 y and no breakthrough of free LNAPL at the upper boundary occurs.
Free phase LNAPL dissolves into the groundwater up to the relevant solubility limit wherever free phase LNAPL is present. As would be expected, there is more horizontal spreading in the dissolved phase plume and, due to the choice of boundary Relative permeabilities of one have been set in the ullage for both water and LNAPL. Strictly, the sum of the relative permeabilities should be less than or equal to one but this is unlikely to have a significant effect on the results. conditions (Section 3.4.2), there is a flux of dissolved LNAPL out of the sides of the system whilst free phase LNAPL is present and continues to dissolve. Due to the mildly increased density of the dissolved LNAPL-rich water, dissolved LNAPL remains in the package after the free phase LNAPL has migrated away (in the case of LNAPL Scenario 4). This LNAPL diffuses slowly out of the package, with dissolved LNAPL still remaining in the package at close to the solubility limit at 100,000 y in both cases.
The difference in the degree of LNAPL migration is clearly a factor of the different LNAPL properties between Scenarios 1 and 4. The degree of migration seen in LNAPL Scenarios 2 and 3, whose properties are 'between' those of LNAPL Scenarios 1 and 4, will help to identify the key controls on the migration. For each of LNAPL Scenarios 1-4, the cumulative amounts of free phase LNAPL having passed through the vent are shown in Fig. 8a and cumulative amounts passing out of the boundary with the host rock at the top of the system are shown in Fig. 8b . Cumulative amounts of dissolved phase LNAPL out of all boundaries with the host rock are shown in Fig. 8c .
The flux of free phase LNAPL through the vent is larger in Scenario 4 than in any of the more realistic LNAPL Scenarios 1-3, with earlier LNAPL break through at the vent, at around 200 y, and subsequently shorter timescales for complete depletion of LNAPL from the package, at around 10,000 y. The only comparable case is the Scenario 2 HS-4V variant, in which the viscosity of the Scenario 4 LNAPL is used for the Scenario 2 LNAPL. In this case, the net fluxes are approximately half those of Scenario 4 and vent break through and depletion times are around 400 y and 20,000 y respectively.
This result suggests that the key differentiating factor between the Scenario 4 LNAPL and the Scenarios 1-3 LNAPLs, which leads to higher magnitude fluxes of free LNAPL, is the LNAPL viscosity. This is somewhat confirmed by the Scenario 2 HS-4BC variant in which the Brooks-Corey parameters for the Scenario 4 LNAPL are used with the Scenario 2 LNAPL. In this case results are almost indistinguishable from the Scenario 2 HS variant, suggesting that the differences in the Brooks-Corey parameters have little effect. The Scenario 2 LS and HS variants highlight the role of the solubility limit in allowing LNAPL to leave the system in the dissolved phase. In both cases around 41 kg of free phase LNAPL migrates through the package vent in the 100,000 y simulation time. In the HS variant almost this entire amount of LNAPL subsequently leaves the system in the dissolved phase, whereas in the LS variant the amount of dissolved LNAPL leaving the system is only 1.1 kg, with 10 kg of the undissolved free phase LNAPL managing to migrate to the host rock above.
The only cases in which a non-trivial flux of free LNAPL out of the backfill and into the host rock at the top of the system arises are the (unrealistic LNAPL) Scenario 4 and Scenarios 2 LS and 3 LS (Fig. 8b) . As noted above, the higher solubility variants tend to lead to LNAPL migration in the dissolved phase and almost complete removal of free phase LNAPL. The highly mobile Scenario 4 LNAPL has a high solubility, but its flux through the vent and into the backfill is sufficiently large that it exceeds the rate at which free LNAPL is lost to the dissolved phase and so LNAPL is able to migrate from the backfill in the free phase in this case. As also noted above, LNAPL Scenario 2 HS-4V has a flux of approximately half that of Scenario 4, but in this case no LNAPL migrates in the free phase because the flux in this case is below the critical rate required to exceed the rate of dissolution over the 6 m path length to the top of the system. If a shorter backfill pathway were present then it is likely that free phase LNAPL would also migrate from the system in this case.
A summary of the timing of key events and details of key quantities in the evolution of LNAPL Scenarios 1-4 is given in Table 6 .
Compromised waste package cases
Compromised package variant scenarios were run for the Scenario 1 LNAPL (arguably the most realistic LNAPL of the 2D03 wastestream, Section 2.7). Fig. 9 shows the results from the compromised package scenario where a puck crack is assumed to be present, but where no package corrosion has occurred. In this case the thickness of the crack at the puck radius is 1 mm. Fig. 9a shows the modified grid used in this case; 1 mm thick cells are used to explicitly represent the fractured region. The breakthrough of free phase LNAPL at the vent is shown in the free LNAPL flux plot Fig. 9b . Results from the intact package LNAPL Scenario 1 are shown for comparison.
When the puck crack is present the breakthrough at the vent is almost immediate (b1 y), compared to the breakthrough time of around 5000 y in the intact package case. For a period of around 10 y the flux through the vent in the puck crack scenario is around 1 g/y, which is around 100 times larger than the flux through the vent in the intact package scenario. However by around 50 y it falls to the same 0.02 g/y rate as for the intact package case and the long-term (N 10,000 y) evolution in both cases is almost identical.
The LNAPL fluxes through the vent converge to the same value in the two cases because once the ullage is saturated with LNAPL, the rate at which LNAPL can leave the package is controlled by the hydraulic resistance of the vent. As noted earlier, the models conservatively assume that the vent does not offer any additional resistance and so the resistance of the vent interface in the model corresponds to the hydraulic resistance between the (open) ullage and the backfill interface. This resistance is the same in both scenarios once the ullage becomes saturated. This would suggest that cases with cracks with varying apertures, or more cracks, would not be likely to lead to increased fluxes through the vent, and would only affect the time taken for the LNAPL to saturate the ullage.
Three compromised package scenarios that include a region of corrosion have been run. These are: a corroded package with no cracks; a corroded package with an annular shrinkage crack (1 mm); and a corroded package with an annular shrinkage crack (1 mm) and a puck crack (0.1 mm). The scenarios are referred to as "NC" (no cracks), "SC" (shrinkage crack) and "SCPC" (shrinkage crack, puck crack). The corrosion of the container leads to advection of the LNAPL in the groundwater pathway through the package, which is parameterised as described in Section 3.4.2. An additional scenario was run in which the advection boundary conditions were applied to the intact package scenario, to compare the effect of advection in the backfill (only) with the corresponding diffusion-only scenario (Section 4.1). Fig. 10 shows the LNAPL saturation plots at either the simulation end time (100,000 y) or the time shortly before which the LNAPL had almost entirely migrated from the package (40,000, 50,000 and 2500 y for Scenarios NC, SC and SCPC respectively). All of the corroded package cases experienced numerical difficulties at this time that seemed to be caused by LNAPL saturations approaching zero in the relative permeability curves for the fractures and ullage as the packages approached complete depletion of LNAPL. Nevertheless, sufficient LNAPL migration through the package and into the backfill had occurred by this point in the simulations that useful conclusions can still be drawn.
Including advection in the backfill for the intact package scenario has little effect on the Scenario 1 LNAPL migration. The long timescales for migration within the package dominate the release through the vent, and, given the low solubility of the LNAPL, the advective flow field in the backfill does not greatly affect the migration. The corroded package scenario with no cracks (NC) and with the shrinkage crack (SC) behaved similarly, with a large fraction of the LNAPL leaving the package in 40,000 y for scenario NC and 50,000 y for scenario SC, by which time respectively 65% and 82% of the initial inventory left the packages. In the SCPC scenario 39% of the initial inventory left the package by 2500 y.
The reason for the slow migration through the advective backfill is that the Scenario 1 LNAPL viscosity is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that of water, which causes the free phase LNAPL plume to migrate more slowly than the surrounding water. Also, LNAPL migration in the backfill is limited by the need to maintain the LNAPL saturation throughout the LNAPL plume in the backfill at a value where the relative permeability and driving forces for migration (approximately) balance. This occurs at a LNAPL saturation of around 0.2, and acts as a temporary retarding mechanism on the LNAPL as it migrates through the backfill. The free phase LNAPL migration in the backfill is sufficiently slow that in all cases, almost all LNAPL leaving the backfill (where there was any) was in the dissolved phase.
The amounts of LNAPL that have migrated through the vent as a function of time in each case is shown in Fig. 11a and the total amount of LNAPL (free and dissolved) that has migrated out of the backfill is shown in Fig. 11b . In these plots an extrapolated estimate of LNAPL migration is plotted for the SCPC scenario, in which the LNAPL migrated out of the vent sufficiently quickly that the simulation faltered when zero saturations were approached inside the package before any significant migration through the backfill could occur. The approach to extrapolation is based on the observation that once LNAPL enters the backfill its migration is largely controlled by the hydraulic properties of the LNAPL in the backfill, and will only vary between cases if the rate of LNAPL release leads to locally elevated LNAPL saturations that increase the relative permeability. Therefore the estimate assumes that the amount of LNAPL that has migrated through the vent in the SCPC case, a SCPC est (t) (kg), is related to the same quantity in the SC case, a SC (t) (kg) by:
where c is a constant timescale factor. A value of c = 4 was been found to provide a reasonable fit to the calculated amount of LNAPL migration through the vent up to 2500 y. The key behaviour in each of the corroded package scenarios is summarised in Table 7 .
Discussion
The modelling results indicate that the viscosity is a key control on LNAPL migration release from a GDF. The Scenario 4 LNAPL is judged to be unrealistic and has an artificially high mobility when compared to the more realistic LNAPL Scenarios 1-3. It is likely that for realistic LNAPL compositions only small amounts of free phase LNAPL would migrate from an intact waste package even if there were cracks in the grout.
A critical ratio of flux of LNAPL through the vent to dissolution rate is required for free phase LNAPL to reach the top of the backfill column. The critical ratio is determined by the LNAPL flux through the vent, the solubility limit and the path length through the backfill. Free phase LNAPL migration to the host rock is less likely if vent fluxes are small, solubility limits are high and path lengths are long, although the capacity of the system to dissolve all of the free LNAPL will depend on groundwater availability. The unrealistically mobile Scenario 4 LNAPL appears to be close to this critical ratio since its flux is only twice as large as the Scenario 2 HS-4V LNAPL case for which free phase LNAPL does not reach the top of the backfill. Therefore 'more realistic' LNAPLs are generally likely to fall below this critical ratio meaning that free phase LNAPL would not reach the top of the disposal vault. The only pristine package scenarios in which free phase LNAPL reached the host rock in the scenarios considered were the low solubility variants.
Once LNAPL has passed through the vent, migration is controlled by the properties of the backfill. The relatively high viscosity of the LNAPL and the need to develop a sufficient LNAPL saturation to provide a significant relative permeability means that even in the corroded package cases where the package provides relatively little containment, little or no freephase LNAPL reaches the top of the backfill for realistic LNAPL compositions Various conservatisms are included in the models, of which the most significant are the small displacement pressure that is assumed, the use of the maximum possible initial inventory of LNAPL, the lack of any hydraulic resistance of the package vent and the lack of any degradation of dissolved LNAPL in the models. The small displacement pressure assumed in the modelling results in behaviour similar to that which might be expected were the backfill to contain fractures.
Conclusions
The evidence obtained from our review of the ILW LNAPL source term potential and numerical modelling of LNAPL potential release at the waste package-GDF scale, supports the proposition that the release of a discrete LNAPL phase from Fig. 10 . Plumes of free LNAPL for the corroded package Scenarios NC, SC and SCPC at times shortly before complete LNAPL migration from the system (NC and SC) or shortly prior to breakdown of the numerical solve (SCPC). LNAPL plumes at 100,000 y for the intact package with and without advection are shown for comparison.
disposed ILW waste packages is likely to be extremely limited and would not present a significant challenge to the safety case. 'As-disposed' LNAPL originally disposed within the ILW are extremely unlikely to be able to migrate from the waste package as a free phase, as: the disposability assessment process limits waste package LNAPL contents; waste forms are designed to immobilise and encapsulate LNAPL; and, LNAPL would be dispersed and immobile throughout the wasteform. Rather, our review of the ILW inventory and laboratory studies on degradation of organic materials present (mainly plastics) confirms the release of 'secondary LNAPL' arising from the in situ decomposition of disposed organic material, notably the halogenated plastic, PVC, may have the potential to form the predominant LNAPL source term. LNAPL generated from PVC, however, is expected to have very low buoyancy-based mobility, being a high molecular weight phthalate-based LNAPL of low density contrast with water and high viscosity.
Numerical modelling was based around the 2D03 wastestream, which is a high volume wastestream with elevated organic material-PVC content. It is packaged as an annular grouted wasteform, anticipated to be the least effective wasteform type for LNAPL containment. Predictions were hence pessimistic compared to most other ILW wastestreams and package types. The models also adopted a range of other conservatisms (Section 4.3), the most significant being the small displacement pressure assumed and the maximum bounding inventory. Still, even with such conservatisms, the overall conclusion of the model simulations of intact and compromised (cracked and or corroded) waste packages for a range of realistic ILW LNAPL scenarios was that it is unlikely that significant LNAPL would be able to migrate from the waste packages and even more unlikely it would be sufficiently persistent to reach the top of the backfill and enter the host rock. Whilst the value of further refining of estimates of the LNAPL source term and reducing sensitive flow and transport parameter uncertainties is duly recognised, the conservative approach adopted herein suggests such further knowledge will not lead to any fundamental changes in the principal conclusions drawn. This conclusion, however, may need further consideration at a time when the UK Managing Radioactive Waste Safely process becomes site-specific, and data relating to an actual UK site are available to be used. Finally, it is hence anticipated that assessment of potential LNAPL migration beyond the GDF within the wider geological barrier and biosphere is not warranted.
